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May 25, 2022: Day 3: Communication & Follow-Up 

 

Questions Related to Session 12: Sustainability 

 

1. (ERMIAS GUTA, ermias.guta@vita.ie) How do we relate sustainability with exit strategy 

of a development project? 

a. live answered 

 

2. Reagan Rosales Mulungi Mwenyi: As a philanthropy organization, how has the BMGF 

ensured financial sustainability and community engagement in the not-for profit arena? 

 

3. DUNCAN MUTWIRI: Sometimes what we consider or view as more sustainable 

solutions at the time cease to be sustainable with entry of new information or change In 

technology even with significant capital already invested on earlier versions of 

sustainability and that's why even Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have to be 

updated form time to time once they start to lose relevance...e.g steam trains as the 

best transport solution back then to electric trains or planes we have now.....some 

things or services could be useful now and seem more sustainable but turn out not be 

the case in the near future. Knowledge keeps growing. 

a. Reagan Rosales Mulungi Mwenyi: Great insight Duncan       

 

4. Dr. David Hughes: Like the Dream Team which is a local company 

a. https://twitter.com/DH_PlantVillage/status/1529461404146618368 

 

5. Moksedul Arafat: Yes, ownership is very important for sustainability. Initial plan should 

be done involving the target people. Need to support to the target people doing smartly 

their own technology and then step by step providing better technology to use. In case 
agriculture, if easy and profitable technology is introduced to the farmers, they receive 

easily. 
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